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Stopping & 
starting…
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While memorizing an entire talk can sound stiff and unnatural, it is a good idea to memorize a starting sentence(that will get the ball rolling) and a final sentence; like bookends. 
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tell a story



Use striking visuals to make your point

• Wasn’t the Fairy Tale picture more interesting 
than this long bullet list full of text? 

• There is nothing more boring than a lot of text, 
in bunches of bullet points

• Four score and seven years ago… 
• (If Lincoln had used Powerpoint, no one would 

remember the Gettysburg Address…)
• I think I can probably squeeze one more bullet point 

of text in here…
• And, sorry, just one more think I HAVE to say here…



How [subject] fits into Universe

Better  to  use  
a  picture!

Reading  words  is  boring…



How (subject) fits into the Universe

• Long sentences full of text are extremely 
boring to read.

• Your audience can either read or listen; 
they can’t do both simultaneously, so when 
you write a full sentence with all the words, 
what you say gets completely lost.

• (At least you notice this SENTENCE)



• Keep text short
(listening instead of reading)

• Do NOT help audience read!*    
(no Mitch Miller)

• Revealing bullets 

• Elaborate powerpoint effects

How [subject] fits into Universe

*  NEVER  (almost)  use  LASER  pointer



Strunk & White

•Omit needless words

•Omit needless slides
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I like to make my talk too long at first and then trim and cull until it is tidy and tight



Dark backgrounds…

• … works if the room is dark ...

• Maybe not with dark text

• If you combine weird colors with Comic 
Sans, you will win the Twitter Trifecta!

“zzzzzzzzz”



Make sure figures/tables legible

Don’t  apologize!

Better  not  to  show  it.





Minimize equations…

…unless you explain every term



Key Result

So sorry!
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dont apologize if your axesare hard to read. The show must go on! Apologizing canlose the audience. Insteadcarry forward and note to fix the axes for the next talk.Or, anticipate and practiceand fix the axes as on the next slide
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Key Result
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I may want to signal 
a change of topic
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blank or sparse slides are excellent chapter transitions
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eye contact matters
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       scan the audience so you are not staring at a single spot or at one individual
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a blank slide is another chance to pause and transition to another part of the talk. Pausing for 10-20 seconds also allows the audience to absorb and prepare for the transition. have a glass of water nearby, use this time to take a sip of water.  This keeps the audience rapt.



Set up plot…

and  always  tell  what  the  axes  are

…then show it.
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Key Result
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animating important information in a key slide can enhance the argument that you might be making



Key Result
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Outlines (and time)

• First I’ll tell you this
• Then this
• Then this
• Then even more this
• Aren’t you starting to get worried?
• Seems like a very long list…
• Which you won’t remember anyway …



Alternative approach:

• What the subject is
• Why care about this
• Project I did
• Results
• What it all means



11 Rules for Effective Talks
1. Prepare
2. Tell a story
3. Know your audience (Ask)
4. Talk to individuals
5. Don’t blabber, don’t show lotta slides
6. Optimize materials
7. Wear something with pocket
8. Avoid tics
9. Careful with jokes
10. Put down the laser pointer
11. Get feedback from friends



And please….
put DOWN the laser pointer



Thanks!



Writing your paper: 
storytelling is still important



Logical order vs. Chronological order



Writing your paper: 

• Consider your audience.
• Avoid jargon, or define terms, depending 

on your audience.
• Let your plots and figures guide the 

storyline.
• Abstract, first or last?
• Introduction and conclusion as bookends.



Writing your paper: 

• Science is an active process, so avoid 
passive voice.  

• Active voice:
– Credits the scientist for doing the work 
– Makes the writing more readable
– Enables the storytelling nature of the narrative



Not comfortable as a writer?
Be an Editor!

Dump  your  thoughts  onto  the  page.  Don’t  overthink.  Get  at  the  meat,  the  
thread  of  the  story,  in  any  language  that  comes  out.  Then,  later,  edit.



What questions do you have?
What do you struggle with?




